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ICD-11 Field Testing Effort Needs Your Help
You can help ensure that the ICD-11 Task Force’s classification proposal is included in the submission to the WHO.

NeuPSIG Congress Features Debate on Diagnostic Issues of CRPS
Wide array of topics addressed in 28 workshops in June meeting in Sweden.

Trainees at North American Pain School Learn Where it Hurts and Why
Participants hear talks from internationally recognized pain experts, attend professional development workshops, present their own research, and connect with peers.

First Scandinavian Pain Summer School Is Held in Tuohilampi, Finland
Lakeside conference center hosts international faculty and PhD students from ten countries.

IASP Honorary Member Stephen J. Morley Has Died
British professor was pioneer of pain psychology who promoted the field internationally.

IASP Executive Committee Urges Venezuela to Focus on Access to Pain Medications in Light of Critical Shortages
Appeals from FEDELAT and Venezuelan pain society lead to statement of support advocating prompt attention.

Be an IASP Champion! Did you know that more than half of IASP members first join after a current IASP member encourages them to do so? If you have recommended that a colleague or student join – thank you. The best way to make IASP the organization you want it to be is by championing it to others in the field. When a new member joins and enters the name of the referring IASP member, we will add that person to our new IASP Wall of Champions. Already referred someone? Tweet us at @IASPPAIN with #IASPChampion.
Are you working on a book and looking for a publisher?

Consider publishing with IASP Press!

PAIN®

Editor’s Choice articles in the July issue of PAIN

Hyperalgesic priming (type II) induced by repeated opioid exposure: maintenance mechanisms

The long-term reliability of static and dynamic quantitative sensory testing in healthy individuals

C-reactive protein and cold-pressor tolerance in the general population: the Tromsø Study

The pain course: a randomised controlled trial comparing a remote-delivered chronic pain management program when provided in online and workbook formats

Follow PAIN on Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn!

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT! PAIN Reports has passed the scientific quality evaluation of PubMedCentral. Passing the technical evaluation is the next step, after which all journal articles—including those already published—will be indexed. Submit your manuscript today!

New articles in PAIN Reports

Effect of the spider toxin Tx3-3 on spinal processing of sensory information in naive and neuropathic rats: an in vivo electrophysiological study

Effect of the spider toxin Tx3-3 on spinal processing of sensory information in naive and neuropathic rats: an in vivo electrophysiological study

Interpersonal behavior in anticipation of pain: a naturalistic study of behavioral mimicry prior to surgery

Rat model of cancer-induced bone pain: changes in nonnociceptive sensory neurons in vivo
Global Year Against Pain

Download the Fact Sheets for the 2017 Global Year Against Pain After Surgery. Translations of these Fact Sheets are now available in several languages.

View the collection of postsurgical pain articles in PAIN.


Yokohama, Japan.

Follow the #GYsurgery conversation!

SIG and Chapters Corner

Don't miss these opportunities to network with your colleagues at the following meetings. Join the conversation and receive special registration rates as a SIG member. Learn more about IASP SIGs and sign up today.

SIG on Complex Regional Pain Syndrome
Register for the CRPS2017 Conference, August 30 to September 1, in Cork, Ireland. View program.

SIG on Acute Pain, in conjunction with EFIC 2017
Register for the Pre-Congress Satellite Symposium at the 10th Congress of the European Pain Federation EFIC, September 5, in Copenhagen, Denmark. View the preliminary program.

European Pain Federation EFIC
Register for the 10th Congress of the European Pain Federation EFIC, September 6-9, in Copenhagen, Denmark. Late rate registration ends August 15.

SIG on Abdominal and Pelvic Pain
The SIG is cosponsoring the 3rd World Congress on Abdominal & Pelvic Pain, October 12-14, in Washington, D.C., with the International Pelvic Pain Society. Early registration ends September 15.

SIG on Neuromodulation

SIG on Pain and Placebo
Register for the Placebo Symposium 2017, November 17-18, in Sydney, Australia, held in conjunction with the University of Sydney. Early registration ends July 30.

SIG on Pain and Pain Management in Non-Human Species
Register for the 2017 Pain in Animals Workshop, November 29-30, in Bethesda, Md., USA.
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